
 

 
20th September 2005 
 
Paul Whiteing 
Deputy Director - Policy 
ICSTIS 
Clove Building 
4 Maguire Street 
London 
SE1 2NQ 
 
Dear Paul, 
 
You will recall our discussions at the end of last year about commercial radio’s 
difficulties with the interpretation by ICSTIS of all mentions of “118” numbers 
as “calls to action” requiring pricing information to be given.  I would like to 
follow up on that in the context of your current consultation on the new Code, 
and further to the recent decision by ICSTIS that a television reference to a 
“118….com” brand was not a call to action. 
 
For the record, we have no specific issues with the wording of the draft Code, 
but would welcome clarification of the likely interpretation of rule 5.5.1 (pricing 
information) in relation to the promotion of DQ services. 
 
We note that no changes to the rule (previously 4.4.1) are proposed. We are 
content with maintaining the rule as it is, but believe that the way it is currently 
applied does not always take account of the realities of radio broadcasting.  
We would hope that, in future, flexibility will be permitted to avoid over-
repetition of pricing information, particularly where the nature of the 
promotional material is indirect, rather than direct. 
 
We believe it is right for pricing information to be given in radio 
advertisements, but are concerned that a requirement to provide pricing 
information whenever a premium rate service is involved in a programme-
related promotion can actually work against consumers’ interests. 
 
Draft rule 5.11 provides that “promotions transmitted by radio…must observe 
the provisions of this Code in the manner most reasonable and appropriate to 
the technology employed.”  Unlike print media, where full pricing information 
can be displayed in a way which, while making the information available to 
consumers, is not necessarily obtrusive, radio is only aural. Any statement 
made on radio will be heard by listeners.  There is no choice available for 
listeners to seek out the information they desire; it is “in their face.”  
 



 
Unlike television, commercial radio programming contains regular 
competitions and other promotions as part of editorial. Most competitions are 
sponsored, and are made up of a number of elements to draw listeners into 
an ‘appointment to listen’ with trailers, opportunities to enter the competition, 
and then the competition itself. These usually include website activity, pre-
recorded promotional trailers, and various presenter live-reads. 
 
A growing sector for potential sponsors are DQ providers, who typically brand 
themselves as “118XXX”.   Given the frequency of sponsor mentions  
(generally about 25 a day during the week of a competition, with 9 of the 
mentions during the breakfast programme), it should not be necessary to 
provide full pricing information each and every time a DQ sponsor is named. 
To do so, frankly makes for bad radio, and is not welcomed by listeners. 
 
We understand that ICSTIS has recently agreed that DQ sponsors using 
‘118XXX.com’ do not need to give pricing information on air, as long as it is 
available on the website. We believe this demonstrates an understanding by 
ICSTIS of the fact that the mere mention of a 118 number is not in itself a call 
to action. 
 
Our suggestion is that full call charge information would be included in all pre-
recorded trailers and on-line activity, but during presenter live reads (which 
would include when the competitions are played), the information is 
abbreviated to a cover-all statement such as, “premium rate call charges 
apply”. 
 
We would therefore welcome the opportunity further to discuss and agree a 
formula with ICSTIS to enable DQ providers to sponsor radio promotions, 
subject to reasonable requirements for the frequency of pricing information 
announcements.   
 
I look forward to hearing from you. 
 
With Regards, 
 
Andy Wood 
Commercial Content Group Head 
GCap Media plc 
30 Leicester Square 
London 
WC2H 7LA 
DD: 020 7054 8774 
andy.wood@gcapmedia.com 


